
To Jim Lesar and Mark Allem from harold Weisberg re 	5/16/85 
FBIH4 Ticklers disclosed 5/24/85 

In Sol VIII, 5/12/64 Memorandum to "r. jelmont, there is a list of "items of 
interest in the Osald file between Serials 50 and 77," with a number of b1 excisions. 
One of these, 11/25, cablegram to Legat, "exico, is of a time that indicates it might 
be related to the tape(s) and pix Eldon Rudd took to Dallas, LHO at the embassies. 

In Vol. XV, there are two pages listing persons involved in the Garrison 
investigation, neither captioned or identified by other than arbitrary page number 
at the right bottoms. The first, handwritten, has, encircled at the top, 161-2848. 
161 is a file for special inquiries, White House and other, and earlier disclosed 
records with this file number caused me to note that 161-2848 contains information 
that relates to Walter Jenkins. This does not mean that it is a Jenkins file or inquiry. 

I do not know the basis for the selection of these names, not all those that 
at least in the end were known to the FBI and DJ, but without exception all are 
Garrison related. They also are another proof of lying in 78-0420 and another validation 
imme of my attestation that they had lists of such persons, which I had not only 
seen but attached to my appeals. 

I think this constitutes still another "new evidence" basis that ought to be 
used now on remand. I have provided by now quite a few, particularly thibir lies about 
ticklers being automatically destroyed and the police broadcast recordings 

This also gives additional point to Whittaker's lying to the appeals court 
about what was and was not included in my N.O. FOIA request. What she lied and said 
is not within the request but in fact is the request. They did not need discovery 
from me (although I had provided it earlier) to know how and what to search for 
the Garrison part of that request. These pages prove it. 

With a typed list I cannot, of course, be sure, but I do believe that the 
second or typed list is one that the FBI got from DJ and I attached to an appeal. 


